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It’s no longer a secret that the Iranian government has its eye on the wrong 
threats in the Gulf.  After years of Iran sounding the alarm about U.S. milita-
rism, the recent revelation of classified U.S. diplomatic cables suggests that it 
is Iran’s Gulf Cooperation Council neighbors who are calling for war, while the 
United States is counseling patience.  
The Obama administration’s strategy of patience, however, will soon be tested 
by domestic politics and challenging allies.  A Republican-led U.S. House of 
Representatives is likely to be much more hawkish toward Iran, and much more 
skeptical of a long-term diplomatic process making uncertain progress.  Iranian 
leaders know how difficult it is for them to make negotiating progress given 
their own internal partisan politics; their chief negotiating partner, the United 
States, will soon face much the same challenges. And that’s not all. With the 
Arab Gulf states and Israel both feeling a direct threat from Iran, the United 
States will continue to find it difficult to shape their behavior.  Managing these 
allies may prove every bit as challenging as managing Iran.   
For now, the Obama administration’s policy seems to be hitting its stride.  While 
it is too early to judge the success of U.S. policy—and the judgment may not be 
clear for a decade or more—the Obama administration has assembled a broad 
and meaningful coalition that makes Iran’s isolation ever more apparent.
If one needed proof of the current balance of power, it was on display at the 
2010 Manama Dialogue, an annual security conference that London’s Interna-
tional Institute of Strategic Studies runs in the Gulf.  Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton’s opening remarks addressed the Iranian delegation directly, explicitly 
acknowledging Iran’s right to civilian nuclear power, respecting Iranian sover-
eignty, and repeating an offer of engagement.  Yet, in her answer to a question, 
she referred to the “stubborn and undebatable” evidence of Iran’s defiance of 
international safeguards, and warned, “If anyone in Iran believes that either 
acquiring nuclear weapons or the breakout capacity for nuclear weapons will 

Modern Dowries
In the Gulf, the traditional institution 
of the dowry is changing with the 
times.  Rising divorce rates and the 
increasing premium women are plac-
ing on their personal financial secu-
rity are giving the ancient practice a 
modern feel.
In Oman, brides traditionally spend 
the cash they receive for their dowry 
on gold jewelry.  Now, many Omani 
women are choosing to invest their 
dowries in property instead.  Accord-
ing to Khalid al-Kathiry, a mortgage 
officer at Oman Arab Bank, newly 
married women now constitute 33 
percent of all mortgage applicants – 
up from twelve percent in 2005.  The 
motivation is partly practical. Omani 
law requires that a woman leave her 
husband’s house in case of divorce.
In Saudi Arabia, where young people 
divorce almost as commonly as they 
marry, many Saudi women are turn-
ing the marriage contract on its head.  
Whereas traditional brides could 
count on large dowries upon mar-
riage but small settlements in case 
of divorce, modern brides often seek 
wedding contracts with a smaller up-
front payments and larger divorce 
settlements. Assuming honorable in-
tentions, the modern trend also ben-
efits the groom, by reducing financial 
barriers to marriage.
Two groups have taken offense at the 
current trend.  Conservatives worry 
that altering dowry patterns threatens 
traditional gender roles in marriage. 
Even more affected are the gold sell-
ers. Adel Sadiq, a gold merchant in 
Muscat, claims sales of bridal gold 
are down 20 percent since 2005.■MB

  

Dr. Alterman Speaks on Capitol Hill 
Jon Alterman spoke at a Middle East Policy Council event entitled “Middle 
Eastern Perspectives on the United States: Are we a reliable partner or a prob-
lem to be managed?”  Alterman argued that Middle Eastern governments are 
dependent on the United States for security, but long for greater influence over 
U.S. decision-making.  While many in the Middle East disagree with U.S. 
policies and look to China as a balancer against the United States, all parties 
recognize and rely upon the United States’ overwhelming—and often stabiliz-
ing—influence in the region. The United States retains more power than any 
other actor or set of actors; the question in the region is “American intention 
and American will,” he said. Click HERE to learn more about the event and 
read a transcript of the panelists’ remarks.■
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make Iran stronger and more dominant in the region, that is an absolutely wrong 
calculation.”
By contrast, Iranian Foreign Minister Manoucher Mottaki seemed alternately 
angry and scared, arguing “Muslims must be happy to see other Muslims be-
coming powerful…Our power is your power, and your power is ours.” In a 
statement few of the Gulf Arabs in the audience likely believed, Mottaki as-
serted, “It is the presence of foreign powers in our region that is the immediate 
cause for regional divisions and strife.” But what seemed most revealing were 
the bizarre leaps of logic, such as when he seemed to suggest that Britain’s 1917 
Balfour Declaration was a response to Nazi atrocities.  Throughout, Mottaki and 
his delegation bristled at any scrutiny of Iran’s actions.
One could explain the Iranian behavior as an indicator of the regime’s evils.  
Hostile, delusional and implacable, one could argue that there is no point in 
negotiations under this scenario.  Yet, the Iranian government has a history of 
becoming more flexible when it is under pressure.  When oil prices were low 
in the late 1990s, Iran reached out to its Gulf neighbors and actively explored 
improving relations with the United States.  The noose around Iran is certainly 
tightening now.  Financial sanctions pinch Iranians around the globe, and they 
are biting in Iran.  The government’s massive subsidy program is on the chop-
ping block, there are natural gas shortages, and inflation is rising steeply. In 
returning to the negotiating table this week, one could detect signs of potential 
softening.
And yet, the administration must do more than merely influence Iranian be-
havior.  The incoming chair of the House Foreign Affairs Committee Ileana 
Ros-Lehtinen refers to engaging with the Iranians as a “mirage,” and incoming 
Speaker John Boehner has such disdain for the international community that his 
office consistently puts the phrase in derisive quotation marks.  Former Foreign 
Affairs Committee Chairman Howard Berman told a CSIS audience in Septem-
ber that Congressional delay on passing sanctions legislation in the spring not 
only led to greater UN Security Council support for those sanctions, but also to 
a range of countries passing their own sanctions legislation in its wake.  With 
a Republican House, the administration can no longer count on such support.
U.S. allies, who have their own dire concerns about Iran, are unlikely to show 
much patience, either.  Israel has no strong military option of its own, and Is-
rael’s best option remains trying to shape U.S. behavior.  Israel does so in part 
by hinting it remains willing and able to attack Iran, prompting U.S. efforts to 
mollify Israeli concerns.  Israeli strategy requires the Iran situation to be on the 
verge of crisis, and for the United States to remain uncertain about Israeli inten-
tions. 
U.S. friends in the Gulf also lack a military option, but they seem perpetu-
ally tempted to mollify the Iranians while calling for the United States to deal 
harshly with the Iranians.  It is hard to imagine how any U.S. policy could fully 
satisfy these allies or dissuade them from deepening economic ties with the 
Islamic Republic.  Despite their deep worry about Iran, the GCC states seem 
reluctant to join a global challenge to Iran’s actions, leaving the United States to 
bear the costs of what is most certainly in their interest.
All of this suggests that the Obama administration’s Iran policy will face con-
siderable difficulties in the months ahead.  However effective a patient strategy 
toward Iran might be, successfully executing such a strategy amidst potential 
defections from Congress and key U.S. allies is likely to become harder.  One 
thing is clear, however: despite the hurdles, the need for a successful strategy 
toward Iran has become no less important. ■12/7/2010
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Links of Interest
Jon Alterman was quoted by the 
Financial Times in “U.S. and Iran 
Worlds Apart in Bahrain.”

To learn more about an event CSIS 
held this month featuring Michael 
E. Leiter, director of the National 
Counterterrorism Center (NCTC), 
on the changing terrorist threat and 
NCTC’s response, click HERE.
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